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I. INTRODUCTION/SUMMARY OF RESPONSE 

Real Party in Interest, Brahma Group, Inc. (“Brahma”) hereby responds to the 

Joinder (the “Joinder”) to Petitioner Tonopah Solar Energy. LLC’s (“TSE”) Motion 

to Stay the Underlying District Court Case Pending Resolution of its Petition for 

Writ of Prohibition, or, Alternatively, Mandamus (the “Motion”) filed by Third-

Party Defendants Cobra Thermosolar Plants, Inc. and its surety, American Home 

Assurance Company (the “Cobra Parties”). By separate submission, Brahma has 

objected and moved to strike the Joinder or, in the alternative, to permit the following 

Response to the Joinder. To the extent the Court permits and considers the Joinder, 

the Court should reject it, on the following grounds (among others) more fully 

discussed below: 

• The District Court has already considered and correctly rejected to the 

Cobra Parties’ contention that there are no substantive claims against 

Cobra in the District Court. To the contrary, Brahma’s Claim on Surety 

Bond (against the Cobra Parties and their Surety Bond,1 not TSE) is 

expressly created by NRS 108.2421; 

• The Cobra Parties voluntarily submitted to the District Court proceedings 

when they recorded the Surety Bond and cannot now complain that they 

must defend Brahma’s claim; 

• The Cobra Parties’ motion to intervene in the federal court action between 

Brahma and TSE is hotly contested, remains pending, and may not be 

decided for many months. 

• The Cobra Parties are not prejudiced in discovery when, among other 

things, TSE is subject to subpoena in the District Court; and 

 
1 The term “Surety Bond” is more fully identified below. 
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• A stay of proceedings will certainly not “allow Brahma’s claims to proceed 

in an orderly manner and without prejudice” where, after nearly two years 

of litigation, Brahma is (owing to TSE’s and the Cobra Parties’ delaying 

tactics) nowhere near a trial on the merits of its right to payment of nearly 

$13 million. 

II. ARGUMENT 

 

A. Judge Elliott Correctly Concluded That Brahma’s Claim On 

Surety Bond Is An Independent Cause Of Action. 

The Cobra Parties are parties to the District Court proceeding solely because 

they recorded a surety bond (the “Surety Bond”) pursuant to NRS 108.2413 to 

108.2425 (the “Bonding Statute”) to release Brahma’s claim of lien against TSE’s 

property and work of improvement (the “Claim of Lien”). Nothing in the Nevada 

Mechanic’s Lien Statute (NRS 108.221 through 108.246 inclusive) required the 

Cobra parties to do this. Having done so, however, the Cobra Parties submitted 

themselves to the jurisdiction of the Nye County Court and appointed the Clerk of 

the Court as their agent pursuant to NRS 108.2423 which provides in part: 

By entering into a surety bond given pursuant to NRS 108.2415, the 

principal and surety submit themselves to the jurisdiction of the court in 

which an action or suit is pending on a notice of lien on the property 

described in the surety bond, and the principal and surety irrevocably 

appoint the clerk of that court as their agent upon whom any papers 

affecting the liability on the surety bond may be served. The liability of the 

principal may be established by the court in the pending action. 

Cobra (not TSE) is the Surety Bond principal against whom Brahma has a claim 

and against whom it seeks to obtain a judgment, along with the surety and the Surety 

Bond, in the county in which the Work of Improvement is located (Nye County). 
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While Brahma also has claims against TSE, those contract-based claims now reside 

in the Federal Court by virtue of the injunction TSE sought and obtained from the 

Federal Court. 

Despite this clear statutory cause of action, Cobra contends that “there are no 

substantive claims against Cobra or AHAC in this (Nye County) action” and that 

“Brahma will have to prove its case against TSE before it may foreclose against the 

Surety Bond.” See Joinder p. 2. Judge Elliott correctly rejected this contention as 

follows: 

By posting the Surety Bond pursuant to NRS 108.2415(1), the Cobra Parties 

caused Brahma’s Lien (recorded against the Work of Improvement) to be 

released. Brahma’s Lien now attaches to the Surety Bond, which (i) replaces 

the Work of Improvement as security for Brahma’s Lien, and (ii) entitles 

Brahma to bring its action against the Surety Bond in this Court.2 

 

Judge Elliott also correctly rejected Cobra’s contention that NRS 108.2421 

requires a lien claimant (such as Brahma) to bring an action against its debtor (here, 

TSE) in the same action as it brings its Claim on Surety Bond, as follows: 

The Court does not find this argument to be persuasive. Nothing in NRS 

108.2421 mandates that a lien claimant must bring an action against its 

debtor in the same action as the principal and surety who caused a surety 

bond to be issued. To the contrary, NRS 108.2421 simply confirms that a 

lien claimant is “entitled to bring an action against … the lien claimant’s 

debtor in any court of competent jurisdiction that is located within the county 

where the property upon which the work of improvement is located.” 

 
2 See Exhibit C to Brahma’s Response to TSE’s Motion to Stay (Order Denying 

Cobra’s Motion to Stay), p. 3. 
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Stated differently, while Brahma may bring its Claim on Surety Bond in the same 

action as it brings is claims against the debtor, it is not required to do so. By contrast, 

NRS 108.2421(1) entitles Brahma to bring its action on the surety bond and its 

principal and surety in Nye County. 

Here, because TSE wants the claims against it to be heard in Federal Court, it 

removed those claims and obtained an injunction from the Federal Court precluding 

Brahma from litigating such claims in any state court.3 More specifically, the Federal 

Court enjoined Brahma “from litigating the following claims alleged against [TSE] 

in any state court action: 1) breach of contract, 2) breach of implied covenant of good 

faith and fair dealing and 3) violation of NRS 624.”  The Federal Court did not enjoin 

Brahma from proceeding on its remaining claims in the Nye County Court -- 

specifically, Brahma’s claims against the Cobra Parties and the Surety Bond. 

Specifically, the Federal Court ruled: 

Although Brahma has recorded mechanics’ liens against the Work of 

Improvement, all such liens are no longer attached after surety bonds were 

recorded releasing the liens pursuant to NRS 108.2415(6). Furthermore, this 

Court has only ever had contractual and quasi-contractual claims before 

it, so there is no possibility that the parallel proceedings will result in 

inconsistent dispositions of a single res. 4 

Moreover, and while the Cobra Parties confidently advise this Court that “it is likely” 

the Federal Court will grant their Motion to Intervene (see Joinder, p. 3), Brahma 

 
3 Not surprisingly, the Cobra Parties (like TSE) repeat their tired mantra that 

“Brahma engaged in forum shopping” as if: (1) TSE did not desperately want to 

get out of Nye County, (2) the Cobra Parties have not moved to intervene in the 

Federal Court, and (3) TSE and the Cobra Parties have not lost every contested 

motion heard in Nye County, all of which is true. See Appendix 1 hereto (Chart of 

Nye County Motions). 
4 1 RPIA 132-33. 
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respectfully begs to differ. If the Federal Court permits the Cobra Parties to intervene 

if will be joining a non-diverse party (Cobra) into an action that was removed solely 

on the basis of diversity. For this reason and others, Brahma has opposed that motion. 

In any event, and while Cobra suggests a stay would impose but a minor 

inconvenience to Brahma, a stay while the Federal Court considers Cobra’s Motion 

to Intervene is likely to delay the case by as much as a year. By way of the most 

relevant example, TSE filed its injunction motion in October 2018 (6 PA 503) and 

Judge Boulware’s decision granting the same was issued in September 2019, nearly 

one year later. 1 RPIA 128. 

B. The Cobra Parties Volunteered. 

The Cobra Parties complain that “[a]s principal and surety on the bond, Cobra 

and AHAC bear all the risk and the ultimate cost of TSE’s defenses.” First, this is 

simply inaccurate because, as TSE’s contractor, Cobra (or its surety) has the ability 

to recoup from TSE those amounts it (or its surety) may be required to pay Brahma 

for a judgment arising out of the Nye County action. More fundamentally, and even 

if the Cobra Parties do “bear all the risk” they voluntarily placed themselves in this 

position by recording the Surety Bond. No statute required Cobra to cause a bond to 

be recorded to release a lien against TSE’s property and work of improvement.  

Even if Cobra was obligated to step into Brahma’s dispute with TSE and 

record a Surety Bond (as bond principal), by contract or otherwise, a proceeding on 

a surety bond without the claimant’s debtor as a party is hardly unusual. As Judge 

Elliot noted, based on his personal experience, contractors sometimes “become 

insolvent or otherwise judgment proof and, like here, their bonding companies were 

required to stand in their shoes and defend claims against the contractors in the forum 

‘where the property upon which the work of improvement is located.’”5 

 
5 See Exhibit C to Brahma’s Response to TSE’s Motion to Stay (Order Denying 

Cobra’s Motion to Stay), p. 5. 
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Fundamentally, this case is no different because, for whatever reason, 6 a third party 

(Cobra) secured (from its own surety) and recorded a surety bond to release the 

debtor’s (TSE) property and work of improvement. Finally, the fact that Cobra 

recorded a surety bond to release a claim of lien arising from a contract to which it 

was not a party strongly indicates that it has a means of recourse against TSE in the 

event Brahma obtains judgment. 

C. The Cobra Parties Will Not Be Hampered In Discovery. 

The Cobra Parties also complain, without supporting evidence, that “have 

already experienced difficulty retrieving evidence they need to defend their claims.” 

They specifically contend that they will be hampered in discovery because TSE, as 

a non-party, refuses to participate, including by responding to the Cobra Parties’ 

written requests for discovery. Joinder, p. 4. Speaking from the other side of their 

mouths, the Cobra Parties also complain that they “face[] the real possibility of 

duplicative discovery” if the two actions (state and federal) are allowed to 

simultaneously proceed (even though they are only a party to one of those actions, 

in Nye County). Joinder, p. 3. The Cobra Parties also did not advise this Court that 

they have already received thousands of documents from Brahma, including 

numerous documents produced by TSE in the Federal Court Action.7  

The Cobra Parties also argue that this Court “must either stay the Nye County 

Action as to all parties or require TSE to comply with Cobra and AHAC’s discovery 

requests.” Joinder, p. 5. Yet the Cobra Parties have made no effort to enforce their 

discovery requests in Nye County by way of an NRCP 37 motion. The Cobra Parties’ 

position also ignores an obvious solution to TSE’s obstinance – issuing a third-party 

subpoena to TSE pursuant to NRCP 45 for TSE’s documents, a remedy the Cobra 

 
6 Brahma still does not know– and neither TSE nor Cobra have ever explained – 

why Cobra chose to record the Surety Bond. 
7 See Exhibit D hereto (Brahma Initial Disclosures). 
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Parties have yet to even attempt. In essence, the Cobra Parties are seeking discovery 

relief in a writ action (filed by different party), which they never sought below.  

Similarly, the Cobra Parties argue that they should “not be forced to defend 

themselves against Brahma’s claims if TSE is not forced to remain an active party 

to the litigation …” Joinder, p. 6 (emphasis added). Stated differently, the Cobra 

Parties are also asking this Court, in writ action filed by a different party, to overrule 

or reverse an injunction issued by the Federal Court and restore TSE as a party to 

the Nye County Action. The Cobra Parties seem confused as to what is actually 

before this Court. 8 

D. A Stay Rewards The Cobra Parties’ Delay Tactics. 

The Cobra Parties argue, apparently with a straight face, that granting a stay 

of the Nye County proceedings will “allow Brahma’s claims to proceed in an orderly 

manner and without prejudice.” Joinder, pp. 3-4. It will do nothing of the kind. For 

nearly two years, Brahma has been forced by TSE and the Cobra Parties to engage 

in procedural motion after procedural motion bringing Brahma’s claims nowhere 

near a hearing on the merits.9 The Joinder is nothing more than a continuation of the 

Cobra Parties’ and TSE’s dilatory tactics designed to delay and obstruct Brahma’s 

efforts to collect the nearly $13 million it is owed (not including attorney’s fees, 

costs and statutory interest). As a Nevada contractor and lien claimant Brahma is 

entitled to – but so far has not received - the full protections of Nevada’s mechanic’s 

lien statute. See Lehrer McGovern Bovis, Inc. v. Bullock Insulation, Inc., 124 Nev. 

 
8 Despite seeking relief for matters not even before this Court, the Cobra Parties 

complain of “procedural gamesmanship” from Brahma. Joinder p. 5. Pot meet 

kettle. 
9 See e.g., Appendix 1. It is worth noting that in denying one of those motions 

(TSE’s Motion to Expunge Brahma’s Lien) the District Court concluded that 

Brahma’s Lien was “not frivolous nor was it made without reasonable cause” and 

later awarded its Brahma fees and costs for successfully defending the motion to 

expunge. 3 PA 273; 1 RPIA 12.   
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1102, 1117-18, 197 P.3d 1032, 1042 (Nev. 2008) (Nevada public policy favors 

“preserving laws that provide contractors secured payment for their work and 

materials.”). 

III. CONCLUSION 

Based on the foregoing, Brahma respectfully requests that the Court reject the 

Cobra Parties’ Joinder and deny TSE’s Motion to Stay the District Court 

Proceedings. 

Respectfully submitted this 24th day of January, 2020. 

 

PEEL BRIMLEY LLP 

 

/s/ Eric Zimbelman 

_________________________________ 

RICHARD L. PEEL, ESQ.  

Nevada Bar No. 4359 

ERIC B. ZIMBELMAN, ESQ. 

Nevada Bar No. 9407 

3333 E. Serene Avenue, Suite 200 

Henderson, NV 89 A571228074-6571 

Telephone: (702) 990-7272 

Facsimile:  (702) 990-7273 

rpeel@peelbrimley.com 

ezimbelman@peelbrimley.com  

Attorneys for Respondent 

Brahma Group, Inc. 
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APPENDIX 1  

to 

Brahma’s Response to Joinder 

Chart of Motions – Nye County 

Date filed Name/description Filed by Date Denied 
(NOE) 

Date Granted 
(NOE) 

6/1/2018 Motion to Expunge TSE 11/1/2018 
(Brahma 
Opposed) 

 

10/18/2018 Motion to Strike or 
Dismiss 

TSE 1/28/2018 
(Brahma 
Opposed) 

 

10/19/2018 Motion to Amend Brahma  1/28/2019 (TSE 
Opposed) 

11/1/2018 Motion for Fees and 
Costs (NRS 
108.2275(6)(C) 

Brahma  1/9/2019 (TSE 
Opposed) 

11/16/2018 Motion to Intervene H&E 
Equipment 
(lien/bond 
claimant) 

 5/13/2019 (TSE 
Opposed) 

12/17/2018 Motion to 
Consolidate 

Brahma  3/15/2019 (TSE 
Opposed) 

2/21/2019 Motion to Dismiss Cobra 4/16/2019 
(Dismissed by 
Stipulation) 

 

3/25/2019 Counter-Motion to 
File Consolidated 
Amended Pleading 

Brahma  4/22/2019 (TSE 
Opposed) 

10/15/2018 Motion to Stay 
Proceedings 

Cobra 1/14/2019 
(Brahma 
opposed) 

 

10/30/2019 Motion to Compel 
PMK Deposition of 
Cobra 

Brahma  11/21/2019 
(Stipulation on 
the record, 
written order 
pending) 

 

 




